Extended Flag Knowledge

Part 2

The Kangaroo (species known as the Big Red) is totemic and demands respect. The flag design is
based on a design of a Crawford art form called “Lifeline” from his Mesmeratic genre art period (the
more you look, the more you see). Formed in equality, it represents all Australians individually and
personally, you, you, and you.
The Big Red is the largest, the most imposing, and powerful marsupial in Australia.
Presented here as the flag’s presentation as unstoppable power formation of ochre red.
The Roo cannot go backwards, and is positive in direction.
Is one of the most immediately recognisable images worldwide, and is immediately identifiable as
saying Australia! Its stance on the flag is upward and forward.
An emblem of peace, if attacked, it can defend itself.
As an emblem of permanency, it has roamed Australia for about 20 million years.
The Southern Cross is representative of our histories ancient and recent, yours and the nation’s. Its
top star represents Federation and the Government. The middle represents achievement as it
should. The ethical star is on the left. Right is environment and wonder, and on the foundation is
ANZAC. 5 light sources.
All above images can be struck dramatically and individually for future presentation of awards.
Reminder to all that the nation is our first priority as our source of physical being.
All star points represent not only an important part of our existence as Australians, they are
scientifically correct in the intensity of light reaching Australia from the five of the light sources of the
Southern Cross. The Australian Aboriginals see the cross as a spiritual entity.
The flag shows impetus of direction, both when hanging or floating in full vertical or horizontal
states of exhibition, and in most relaxation forms.
Philosophy and the balance of the flag
The main balance of the flag, its meaning, and its philosophy, are all in the action line which
encompasses all things balanced and positive.
It begins its journey, travelling straight across the flag, starting at the source in the centre of the right
lower corner, up through the green of the ecology, then through the middle of the achievement star
(in the middle of the flag), and then elevating further upwards through the arrow like tips of both
the Roo and the Aura, arriving exactly in the middle top corner of the blue in the flag.
Flag words – Positive, forward, meaningful, pride expanding, recognisable, active, inspirational,
colourful, understandable, competitive, striking, and leadership. Song ‘The Australians’. Slogan
‘Come fly with me’. History ‘the magic flag story’. Children’s ‘Tale of a Tail’. Poem ‘The Big Red’.
Multiculturalism is represented by the 12 corners. Warcry Aussie! Aussie! Aussie!
Concept/Conscious (see dictionary)
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